ABSTRACT: Optimal nesting is the arrangement of two-
INTRODUCTION
Optimal nesting is the arrangement of two-dimensional figures of various shapes within a rectangular board so that waste is minimized. The problem frequently arises in industries that cut figures from textile or steel sheets. An actual example of figures nested in a steel board is given in Figure 1 .
A special case of the general nesting problem is the cutting-stock problem. The cutting-stock problem, in its classical form, is concerned with cutting a rectangular board or roll of material into a specified number of certain types of smaller rectangular pieces so that waste is minimized. When the number of pieces of each type to be cut from each board is not restricted, the problem is known as the template-layout problem. The cuttingstock problem has been presented with various versions and limitations, such as restricting the cut to a guillotine © 1984 ACM 0001-0782/84/0300-0228 75¢
type [1, 2, 4, 11-13, 15, 16] or tilting the rectangles relative to the board [5] . (A guillotine cut is obtained by cutting along a straight line from one edge of the sheet to another.) Another variation is related to restrictions on the sequence of cutting [7, 17] . For small problems, the approach adopted by most researchers is based on linear and/or dynamic programming techniques. For larger problems, where these techniques do not produce a solution within acceptable time, tree search and heuristic algorithms have been proposed that, in some cases, produce suboptimal solutions [2, 4, 16] . (See [1, 2] for a brief survey.)
The above works mostly represent an operations research approach to the problem. Related problems from computational geometry include packing (nesting} circles in a circle and packing squares in a square. Gardner [10] surveys both problems.
In this paper, we deal with congruent replications of a given convex figure in a board so that waste is minimized. This problem has a practical application in mass-production systems where the board area is relatively large compared to the given figure. On one hand, this problem is more general than the above-mentioned problems in that it deals with all kinds of convex figures. On the other hand, it is more restricted in that it handles only one figure with congruent replications. Practically, the algorithms in our paper may also be applied to problems with nonconvex figures by preprocessing the original figures to obtain convex ones with minimal waste. This can be done either by generating the convex hull of individual figures (if it offers effi- In Section 2, we describe our notation. In Section 3, a new concept is introduced. Section 4 outlines our approach, and, in Sections 5, 6, and 7, the details are given. Numeric illustrations are given in Section 8, and in Section 9, we conclude with a summary and problems for further study.
CONVENTIONS FOR A POLYGON NOTATION
The following notation, which is illustrated in Figure  2 (a), will be used: Polygon: n-sided polygon is denoted by P,. 
Distance between Points:
The distance between a point C and a straight line I is denoted by D(C, I).
Point of Intersection:
The point of intersection of two straight lines, 11 and 12, is denoted by C(ll, 12), provided that 12 and 12 are not parallel. Area of Polygon: The area of a polygon P. whose vertices are V1, V2 ..... V. is denoted by R(P.) or R(V1, V2,
Circumscription Efficiency: Let P' denote a figure circumscribing another figure P. Then the circumscription efficiency is defined as Area of P Ec-Area of P'
BASIC ORDER OF A CONVEX POLYGON;
CIRCULAR AND BASIC POLYGONS Definition 1 A convex polygon P. is of basic order k--denoted by BO(P.) = k--if it has exactly k sides, Sjl, S h ..... Sj~, for each of which Ajl + AD+i < II; ji = 1, 2 ..... k A side Sj for which the above expression holds will be 
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(c) referred to as a basic side, since intuitively it can serve as a stable basis on which the polygon can stand firm. Geometrically, if we extend the two sides adjacent to a basic side, they will form, together with the basic side, a triangle, that fully contains the original polygon. We have proven in [6] that the number of basic sides in any convex polygon is 2 at most and, in that case, these two sides are adjacent. Using this definition of basic order, the group of convex polygons may be decomposed into two distinct groups--circular and basic polygons--according to the following definitions. (See Figure 2. ) Definition 
2:
A convex polygon is circular if and only if it has no basic sides.
Definition 3:
A convex polygon is basic if and only if it has at least one basic side.
TECHNICAL APPROACH
Our approach to the problem of efficient nesting of congruent convex figures in the infinite plane is based on two main steps. First, we circumscribe the given convex shape by a convex polygon P, with a sufficiently large number of sides, so that the waste is negligible [9] . Second, we circumscribe the convex polygon P, by another polygon that can pave the plane. By the term pave, we mean covering the plane by replications of the same figure without any gap or overlap [18] . Figure 3 illustrates our approach using a hexagon as the paving figure. Paving is also called tessalation or tiling in the literature [16] .
Definition 4:
A convex figure by which the plane may be paved will be termed a paver.
Following the above approach, our problem may be decomposed into two subproblems:
Problem a: Find all the possible pavers. Problem b: Find the paver that efficiently circumscribes the convex polygon P, that circumscribes the original figure.
Problem a is an old geometrical problem. It involves the determination of all types of two-dimensional convex figures that share the ability to pave the two-dimensional plane with the triangle, the square, and the regular hexagon. Kershner [18] characterizes three types of hexagon pavers and eight types of pentagon pavers (of which three are redundant cases of the three types of hexagons). Kershner also states that these are the only pavers. This statement, however, is incorrect, as we know of many other pavers today [14] .
Problem b deals with the efficient circumscription of a convex polygon by a paver. Since there are many types of pavers, we elect to restrict our search for a hexagon of Type 1 (Figure 4 ), which is defined [18] as a hexagon for which there exists j, j ~{1, 2 ..... 6}, such that
length (Sj-2) = length (Sj+i), and Sj-2 is parallel to Sj+1
This decision was motivated by the following reasons:
1. The circumscription efficiency of P, by a polygon of fewer sides Pm reduces as m decreases [6] . Therefore, hexagons are likely to yield better efficiency than pentagons, quadrilaterals, or triangles.
2. Type 1 hexagons are characterized by the simultaneous existence of two equalities only--one concerning the parallelism of two opposite sides (i.e., Sj and Sj+3) of the hexagon and the other concerning the equality of length of these two sides. The requirements for the other types of paver hexagons are much more complex and involve the simultaneous existence of 3 or 6 equations. (See [18] .) Type I hexagons seem to be more promising because the probability of meeting two simultaneous requirements for the price of adding a certain amount of area to P, is likely to be higher than the probability of meeting 3 or 6 similar simultaneous requirements with the same area addition or less. These pentagons, to be named Type 1 pentagons, are included in our search. Thus, the efficient circumscription of P, by a paver is restricted to paver hexagons of Type 1 or the special case of paver pentagons of Type 1. Of course, the final results might have been somewhat better (for some cases) had we tried optimization over many other possible paver types. However, this would require duplicating the kind of research presented in this paper for all these types.
Since a paver hexagon of Type 1 will be frequently mentioned in the sequel, it will, from now on, be termed a paverhex and denoted by PC Paver pentagons of Type 1 will be denoted P~, and both pavers will be termed parallel pavers and denoted by P*.
The circumscription of P. by a parallel paver proceeds in two stages:
Stage 1: Circumscribe P. by a hexagon P8 with minimal area addition. Stage 2: Circumscribe P. by a parallel paver P* with minimal area addition, using P6 as a mediator.
The problem of Stage 1 is a special case and is solved in [6] . A related problem, solved by Freeman and Shapira [8] , is concerned with determining the minimum area rectangle encasing an arbitrary closed curve. (In [6] , the encasing figure is a general convex polygon; however, the encased figure is restricted to a convex, closed curve.)
The problem of fitting one polygon into another has also been recently treated by Chazelle [3] in the context of pattern recognition, where matching a mobile object against a static one is required. This problem is related to the encasing problem in the sense that in both cases some figure has to fit into the other. However, whereas in the encasing problem we form the circumscribing figure, in the later problem we compare two given polygons and decide whether they fit or not. In any case, the algorithm presented in [6] will solve the problem of Stage 1 and, therefore, our only concern here is the solution of the problem presented in Stage 2.
Like any convex polygon, P6 achieved at the end of Stage 1 may, be either circular or basic. (See Section 3.) The following two sections address the circumscription of circular and basic hexagons by a parallel paver.
CIRCUMSCRIBING A CIRCULAR HEXAGON BY
A PARALLEL PAVER The optimal circumscription of a circular hexagon by a parallel paver consists of performing six different constrained optimal circumscriptions, where each circumscription is constrained to one side of P6 and includes two stages:
where P6 denotes a hexagon that has a pair of parallel opposite sides, one of which is an original side of P6. Stage 2.2: Optimal circumscription of P8 by P*.
For each of these stages, we first give a brief description of the algorithm and then proceed to a more rigorous presentation.
Algorithm 1. Optimal Circumscription of Ps by Ps.
Beginning with a certain side Sj of P6 (see Figure 6 ), since P6 is circular, the vertex farthest from Sj is either Vj-2 or Vj+3. This vertex will be denoted by Vf. Vf can either be a vertex of the original polygon P, or a vertex that was created during the iterative circumscription of
. Circumscribing a circular hexagon by a parallel paver with minimal area addition.
Step 1:
Step 2:
Step 3:
Step 4:
Step 5:
Step 6: P, by P6. In the latter case, a new V t is determined as the vertex belonging to P, that is farthest from S i. This operation ascertains that the solution is optimal with respect to P, rather than P6. Once Vf is determined, Si+3, which is the side opposite Sj, is replaced by Sfl3, which passes through Vf, and is parallel to Sj. 
Step 7: Set el_ 2 = el_2, el. 3 = Wf+ 3 and Sj+3 = Sf+3.
Step 8: End.
The optimality of this algorithm is due to the fact that the parallel side is passed as close as possible to Sj while still satisfying the requirements of being parallel to Sj and completely outside of P,. The algorithm could have begun at Step 4 and yielded the same result. However, for a large n this would require greater computational effort.
Algorithm 2. Optimal Circumscription of P6 by P*
To convert P6, which was obtained by Algorithm 1, into a parallel paver P*, we have to lengthen the short parallel side of P6. Lengthening Sj either clockwise or counterclockwise ceases when either PJ or P~ is obtained. P~ is obtained when Sj is lengthened by an amount p such that it equalizes Sj+3, but if this operation yields a concave hexagon, Sj is lengthened by less than p such that P~ is obtained.
The proper direction for lengthening S i is determined as the one that adds as little area as possible to P6. To do this, we compute the areas Q5 and Q6 which are added to P6 when Sj is lengthened clockwise to yield P~ and Pg, respectively, and the areas Q~ and Q; which are added to P6 when Sj is lengthened counterclockwise to yield P~ and P~, respectively.
Sj is lengthened clockwise if either Q5 or Q6 is smaller than both Q; and Q;; otherwise, it is lengthened counterclockwise. Pff is obtained if either Qs or Q; is smaller than both Q6 and Q;; otherwise, Pt is obtained. If P~ is obtained, it is converted to a pseudo-P~ to facilitate further treatment.
In the following algorithm, whenever some subscript exceeds 6, that subscript should be decreased by 6.
Step 2 assures that the short parallel side is always denoted Sj, and Step 9 assures that the original notation of all subscripts at the end is the same as at the beginning of the algorithm.
Find lj, the length of Sj, and lj+3, the length of Step 5: If Q5 = min(Q5, Q~, Q6, Q~), then set V i = V, set Vj-1 = Vj-2, and set Vj-2 as a new redundant vertex along Sj+3 such that d(Vj-2, Vj+3) = lj.
Step 6: If Q~ = min(Qs, Q~, Q6, Q~), then set Vj+i = V', set Vj+2 = Vj÷3, and set Vj+3 as a new redundant vertex along Si+3 such that d(ej+3, Vj-2) = lj.
Step 7: If Q6 = min(Q5, Q~, Q6, Q~), then move Vj clockwise along Sj by p.
Step 8: If Q~ = min(Qs, Q~, Q6, Q~), then move Vj+i counterclockwise along Sj by p.
Step 9: If in Step 2 each subscript k was replaced by k + 3, replace each subscript k by k + 3.
Step 10: End.
The resulting P~ is optimal under the constraint that Sj and Sj+3 are the parallel and equal sides. It is obtained by a sequential application of Algorithms 1 and 2 on P6, and it is optimal because the area added to P6 to get P~ is as small as possible under the above constraint. This constraint may be removed by checking each j = 1, 2, .... 6, and selecting the best possible P~. This is done in the following algorithm.
Algorithm 3. Circumscribing a Circular Hexagon by P* with Minimal Area Addition.
Step 1: Set j = 0.
Step 2: Setj=j+l.
Step 3: Perform Algorithm 1 on P6 to obtain P6(j).
Step 4: Perform Algorithm 2 on P6(j) to obtain P*(j).
Step 5: If j = 6 continue, else go to Step 2.
Step 6: Of the six possible pavers P*(j), j = 1, 2 ..... 6 select the one whose area is minimal, and set p* = P*(j).
Step 7: End.
This algorithm generates six different circumscribing parallel pavers, each of which is optimal under the constraint that a certain side Sj of the circular hexagon must be parallel to its opposite side and is achieved by applying Algorithms 1 and 2 sequentially for j = 1, 2, .... 6. Selection of the circumscribing parallel paver that has the smallest area of all six possibilities yields the optimal solution for circumscribing the hexagon, which, in turn, optimally circumscribes the original P, by a parallel paver.
CIRCUMSCRIBING A BASIC HEXAGON BY A
PAVERHEX Two congruent basic hexagons may be optimally circumscribed by a parallel paver by joining them such that their equal basic sides overlap and a circular decagon (10-sided polygon) that has five pairs of equal and parallel opposite sides is obtained. (See Figure 7. ) Applying four single-side reductions to the decagon following the iterative circumscription algorithm described in [6] yields an optimal circumscribing paverhex. The optimality is due to the fact that the pair of hexagons is embedded in the decagon with no waste of area and to the optimality of the iterative circumscription algorithm.
Algorithm 4. Circumscribing Two Congruent Basic
Hexagons by a Paverhex with Minimal Area Addition.
Step 1: Put the two basic hexagons next to one another such that their two corresponding basic sides overlap to get a decagon Plo.
Step 2: Perform on Plo four single-side reductions using the iterative circumscription algorithm (Algorithm 0 in [6] ) and compute the area of the resulting paverhex P6.
Step 3: If BO(P6) = 1, then P6 is the optimal solution, else repeat Steps 1 and 2 using the second pair of congruent basic sides and select the paverhex whose area is minimal as the optimal solution.
Step 4: End. Step 1: Circumscribe the figure by a convex n-sided polygon P, with the desired degree of approximation. (See [9] .) Step 2: If nn = 3 or n = 4, then set P* = P,*, and go to
Step 6, else continue.
Step 3: If n = 5, convert P5 to P6 by inserting a redundant vertex along the circumference of Ps.
Step 4: Circumscribe P, by P6 using Algorithm 0 of [6] .
Step 5: Circumscribe P6 by P* using Algorithm 3 if BO(P6) = 0 or Algorithm 4 otherwise.
Step 6: Use P* to pave the plane.
Step 7: End. Figure 3 illustrates the result of nesting a figure (solid line) in a plane using Algorithm 5. The dotted line is the approximation of the original figure by a polygon P8 and the dashed line is the circumscribing paverhex. Since [6] yields an O(n) algorithm, Algorithm 5 is also O(n) because all of the steps in Algorithm 5, except
Step 4, do not depend on n.
NUMERIC ILLUSTRATIONS
To be able to get numeric information about circumscription efficiencies, a random convex-polygon generator was developed. It is based on selecting random vertices within a unit circle and correcting their position until convexity is obtained. The detailed algorithm is described in [6] .
To test whether the fact that the random polygons are confined within a unit circle causes any biased result, we also "stretched" them so that they were confined within ellipsoids of various ovalities (that is, various ratios of the major axis to the minor axis of the ellipsoid). The results are summarized in Table I ; the left part has already appeared in [6] . The number of sides of the input polygon n ranges from 7 to 50. Each n is represented in the table by two lines. The first line for each n contains data about the average relevant quantities of 40 random polygons that are confined within a unit circle (ovality = 1), and the second line contains data about the average quantities of 120 polygons confined within ellipsoids of three different ovalities: 3, 9, and 27, 40 of each kind. Examination of each pair of lines shows nearly no difference between the results in each line. This indicates that the algorithms are not sensitive to the shape of the original figure.
As was discussed in [6] , the circumscription efficiency of the polygon P, by the hexagon Pe, R(P,)/P(P6) decreases from 99.8% for n = 7 to 91.8 for n = 50 (fourth column). The coefficient of variation of the average efficiency is fairly stable at about 0.02 with no obvious trend with respect to n, and it never exceeds 0.07 (sixth column).
The average efficiency of circumscribing P6 by a parallel paver P*, R(P6)/R(P*), is about 95.6% (tenth column). The coefficient of variation tends to decrease with n from about 0.13 for n = 7 to 0.02 for n = 50, and with a mode at about 0.04 for n ranging from 13 to 20. The final average paving efficiency R(P,)/R(P*} that is the product of the two efficiencies discussed above, varies from 96.8% (for n = 8) to 87.2% (for n = 50) with a mode at about 93% (for n = 12 until n = 18).
SUMMARY
An O(n) algorithm for efficient nesting of congruent convex figures is presented and illustrated. The algorithm is based on two main steps. First, we circumscribe the given convex figure by a convex polygon P, with a sufficiently large number of sides so that the waste is negligible. Second, we circumscribe the convex polygon P, by a parallel paver hexagon or pentagon P* that is then duplicated.
The limitations of this algorithm are as follows. First, the algorithm is efficient only with respect to parallel hexagon or pentagon pavers. Improved results might be obtained if we consider circumscribing the original figure by all of the 13 possible paver types. Since the average efficiency we now obtain is 93%, any significant improvement is unlikely.
A second limitation of the algorithm stems from the assumption that the plane is infinite, while in practice the board in which the figures are nested is of finite dimensions; hence, waste in the margin should also be considered. (See Figure 3. ) If the area of the figure is small relative to that of the board, then this marginal waste is negligible. The algorithm is applicable only for the nesting of congruent convex figures. This disadvantage may be partly overcome by an efficient manual nesting of a few different figures, some of which may be nonconvex and/or with holes, such that the outer contour of the resulting bulk of manually nested figures is the same and convex.
The algorithm described in this paper for efficient nesting of congruent convex figures may serve as a basis for a computerized tool for industries in which congruent nesting is required, e.g., a numeric control (NC) system with which modern flame-cutting machines are equipped. The efficiency currently achieved by manual nesting ranges in the ballpark of 85%. The average efficiency of 93% achieved using our procedure together with the potential saving of man-time involved in nesting provide the economic justification for further research and development in the area of efficient nesting of various figures in a two-dimensional board.
